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Who am I?



Automation islands → automated enterprises

automation is a handy tool→ automation is a crucial, central part of the IT

automated enterprise == secure automation

What are we covering today?
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Secure Automation…. how, exactly?
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Ground Work



Don’t build on quicksand

How to secure the platform you are running on in general?

Do you have metrics to measure against?

Special things to take care of?

Challenge: a secure platform
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Secure what is running your local pieces

Base platform security recommendations
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Follow the security 

hardening guide of your 

platform of choice

Add in the baselines: NIST, 

CIS, the usual

Special requirements, if 

needed, like FIPS or industry 

vertical related standards.
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Automation tools



Secure building blocks

How do you secure something you just bought?

What is the best way to set it up?

What data are there to own?

What do I don’t know, but should know?

Challenge: secure components
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Make sure to understand them

Remember: multiple components
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CLI

DB

Tower

SaaS

RemoteAPI



Cluster, Authentication, Logging, Remotes

Basic setup
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Use external sources

Don’t own information
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Secure the API
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Connect it all - securely



Data flows
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Understand what is send to the cloud



Life cycles, updates, announcements

Monitor Red Hat
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Blog

Errata

Life Cycle

access
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Operational and 
process 
considerations



After all, it is not about technology but about the people working with it

There is so much to automate - where to prioritize security?

What to focus on?

Access to systems vs automation?

How do we evolve the automation?

And what does that mean for all those assets in your IT?

Challenge: the processes around it
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Business first
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Prioritize by the business, secure end-to-end



People. Focus on them.

It’s the culture
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Control your users

Let me take that from you
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Integrate securely

Use the API
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Ensure secure practices

Git as source and method
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Git as technology: version 

controlled content is 

traceable and can be 

additionally checked

Git as a process: feature 

branches ensure clear, 

testable development and 

enables the two-man rule

Dedicated repositories 

provide clear responsibilities 

& better management of 

access and control



Automation security needs dev cluster and CI/CD

DevSecOps, anyone?
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Hint: there is a dedicated talk about DevSecOps: How to get DevSecOps right, the Ansible way

Applications Infrastructure Security



Integrate security tooling

Automate your security processes
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Programmatic access to log 

configurations like 

destination and verbosity 

during your investigation 

enrichment

Automating alerts, 

correlation searches and 

signature manipulation for 

better threat hunting

Creating new security 

policies to allow or deny 

traffic and to quarantine a 

machine during incident 

response



Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise 

open source software solutions. Award-winning 

support, training, and consulting services make 

Red Hat a trusted adviser to the Fortune 500. 

Thank you

youtube.com/user/RedHatVideos linkedin.com/company/Red-Hat

facebook.com/ansibleautomation twitter.com/ansible


